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Our Project

Our purpose was to use the Virtual Learning Environment/Brightspace 
Portfolio to make learning visible and to encourage student 
self-reflection. This tool was also used for parent communication (e.g. 
calendar, videos, photos, home activities, etc.).



Learning Goals
● Teachers will develop experience working with student-selected portfolio artifacts.
● Teachers will develop facility in helping students choose artifacts for their portfolio 

and in helping students improve the quality of their reflection on learning and 
subsequent actions.

● Teachers will note increased engagement with parents of their learners as can be 
facilitated by digital portfolios and student-led conferences.

● Teachers will develop facility sharing student learning and day-to-day school-home 
communication (upcoming events, classroom activities and experiences) using the 
class home page features of the VLE.



What we did ...
● Teachers worked together with a district system education technology support (SETS) staff to 

setup up their classes in the VLE and prepare the QR code cards for their students.
● Teachers worked together to develop comfort with the Brightspace app and the 

complementary VLE interface.
● Teachers initially shared the functions and purpose of the VLE homepage with parents and 

began using it as a primary school-home communication path.
● Teachers collaborated to reflect on the choices of artifacts their students included in their 

digital portfolio  and quality of their reflections.
● Teachers developed a table of indicators based on student samples and reflections.



Technological Supports

Brightspace app
(iOS & Android)

D2L-based VLEiPad



News Feed

Components of the VLE
Calendar

Learning Links

Portfolio



Calendar

Online Calendar: The VLE provides calendar of classroom and school events. Parents can choose to receive email or text 
notifications when new items are added. 



News/Activity Feed

News/Activity Feed within the VLE: The VLE provides for an easily accessible place for parents to know what is happening in 
the classroom on a regular basis. It is an easily maintained, yet private,  web presence for the classroom.



Learning Links

Learning Links within the VLE: The VLE supports learning at school AND at home by providing learners with ready access to 
a variety of research tools, virtual manipulatives, e-books and subject-specific tools. 



Brightspace Portfolio app

Brightspace Portfolio app: Students can independently add to their portfolio by scanning their class and personal QR 
codes and then photographing/videoing their work. They then reflect via voice or text and press “Done” to automatically 
upload their work to their portfolio in the VLE. Younger children are guided by an animated “Funster” interface. 



Portfolio

Teacher Interface for Student Portfolios: Student work uploaded from the Brightspace Portfolio app is immediately 
available for teacher review and approval to the student’s individual portfolio. 



Feedback

Feedback:  Students, Parents, and Teachers are able to provide feedback.
(Grade 1 Student showing her work and feedback from her mom and her teacher.)



School/Home Connection

School/Home Connections:  You can post an activity in the classroom News Feed and students can demonstrate their learning 
at home and share back to the class. (Grade 1 Student sharing a STEM activity from school at home)

Today we had an “A-Mazing” time doing a STEM activity.  Each student was 
given a new container of play dough and had the opportunity to use the play 
dough to create a maze. The students loved rolling the play dough and 
forming maze walls to create their own special maze. They then were able to 
test their maze by using a straw to blow a Pom Pom through their course. I 
am sending the supplies home in hopes that your child will continue to make 
and create mazes at home.

https://youtu.be/-1KhUZHKHpw


Application of Classroom Learning

Application of Classroom Learning:  Students are able to take what they have learned in the classroom and find 
examples in the everyday world. (Grade 2 Student connecting his classroom learning on reptiles to the real world)

Found in Nature

“The snapping turtle is a little concerned 
because all of the turtles in Ontario are 
at risk and endangered.” 

https://youtu.be/VXIwHQJY4WM


Home Experiments

Home Experiments:  Students are able to share their learning from the classroom to those in their homes and post their 
home learning to share back at school.   (Grade 2 Student sharing his density experiment he did at home with the class)

Science Experiment on Density

“I did my science experiment and I found out that 
the molasses which is black was at the bottom 
because it was more dense and the milk and juice 
it was on top of it but then there was a little bit of 
water on top and the oil was on the very top, so it 
was the least dense.”

https://youtu.be/Lgp1hNAW61E


Out of School Learning

Out of School Learning:   Students who go on trips throughout the school year are able to post events into their 
portfolios to bring the real world learning back to the classroom.  (Grade 1 Student sharing the ROM with her classmates)

Amber Jewelry - Display from the ROM

“This is Amber jewelry.  The first step to making Amber 
jewelry is to take some tree sap and bury it 
underground.  Thousands of years later some other 
people are going to find the stuff that you buried it 
underground, the tree sap that you buried 
underground and sometimes bugs or frogs could get 
stuck in there.  Maybe even lizards sometimes and 
some of those people might want to make it into 
Amber jewelry and that’s how you make Amber 
jewelry.”

https://youtu.be/e5-wpSeTs7M


Reflection Indicators

Over time, students learn to be better at reflecting. 



Reflection - Initial
Student 1:
I'm proud of myself 'cause I solved it." 

Student 2:
“I want to put this in the VLE because I solved it.”

Student 3:
“I’m proud of myself because I solved the number 19.”

https://youtu.be/KKfo9SLNW0U
https://youtu.be/Io24X4ogU0Y
https://youtu.be/h34kdVOWvpw


Reflection - Developing

Student 1:
“I want to put this in the VLE because 
I shared my math thinking and found 
out that 29+13 is 42." 

Student 3:
“I want to put this in the VLE because I knew 
that 23 plus 40 equals 63. " 

https://youtu.be/7hXO9yvINs0
https://youtu.be/9LUbsR86EOU


Reflection - Extensive

Student 2:
"I decomposed the 28 into a 20 and an 8. And I 
decomposed the 42 into a 40 and a 2. Then I knew 
40 plus 20 equals 60 and I knew 2 plus 8 equals 
10. And I knew 60 plus 10 equals 70.

I want this in the VLE because I said all my math 
thinking and the math strategies that I used when I 
found out that 42 plus 28 is 70." 

https://youtu.be/NeyOLkR_R90


Reflection - Extensive

Student 3:
“So I broke the 29 into a 20 and a 9, and the 43 
into a 40 and a 3. And I knew that 3 plus 9 equals 
12, and 20 plus 40 equals 60. And then I broke the 
12 down into a 10 and a 2, and I added the 10 and 
the 60 to make 70. And there was 2 more, so I 
knew that 70 plus 2 equals 72. 

I used all the math things I knew from the math 
talks in our class.” 

https://youtu.be/_bSlPTDeXO4


Response from Parents

Parents appreciated the opportunity to “see inside the 
classroom,” and remain involved with their child’s 
learning. Learning from outside the school environment 
was much easier to share back into the classroom when 
students could add to their portfolios and then share 
back at school.

“The photos of class activities are so nice to see. Also being 
able to hear his speeches and oral presentations is very 
valuable to us as we are never able to make it into school to 
watch these presentations. I am an educator as well and I 
get to see (now as a parent) the pride that students have in 
their accomplishments... it is nice to see their side of 
learning.”



Moving Forward -- what we’re learning 
● We look forward to continuing to explore the VLE and Brightspace Portfolio next year.
● We are pleased with the focus this project has brought to our division/teams.
● We want to continue to better understand how the VLE and Brightspace Portfolio can be used 

differently (at different grades, with different activities, with different students/teachers)
● We are seeing students becoming better reflectors over the year. We are looking to see even 

greater growth as students continue to learn from their improving reflections on their learning.
● We plan to hold a parents’ night early in the Fall to bring further awareness to our parents 

about this tool and the role it can play in supporting learning outside the classroom.
● We are very pleased that this project has allowed a number of staff to easily explore sharing 

daily learning via the news/activity feeds. 
● We look forward to seeing more students accessing the learning links within the VLE (mathies, 

virtual manipulatives, research tools) as they become more familiar with all that is available.



Thanks to OTF TLC 
All members of our project team thank the Ontario Teachers’ Federation for their support in making 

this project possible. 

We look forward to continuing working together as we continue to help our learners as their 
reflections become more purposeful. 



YouTube urls and Transcripts
https://youtu.be/KKfo9SLNW0U
“I’m proud of myself ‘cause I solved it.”

https://youtu.be/Io24X4ogU0Y
“9+5 is 14. I wanna put this in the VLE because I solved it.”

https://youtu.be/h34kdVOWvpw
“I’m proud of myself because I solved the number 19.”

https://youtu.be/7hXO9yvINs0
“I wanna put this in the VLE because I shared my math thinking and I found that 29+13 is 42”

https://youtu.be/9LUbsR86EOU
"I want to put this in the VLE because I knew that 23 plus 40 equals 63."

https://youtu.be/NeyOLkR_R90  
"I decomposed the 28 into a 20 and an 8. And I decomposed the 42 into a 40 and a 2. 
Then I knew 40 plus 20 equals 60 and I knew 2 plus 8 equals 10. And I knew 60 plus 10 equals 70.I want 
this in the VLE because I said all my math thinking and the math strategies that I used when I found out 
that 42 plus 28 is 70." 

https://youtu.be/_bSlPTDeXO4
“So I broke the 29 into a 20 and a 9, and the 43 into a 40 and a 3. And I knew that 3 plus 9 equals 12, and 
20 plus 40 equals 60. And then I broke the 12 down into a 10 and a 2, and I added the 10 and the 60 to 
make 70. And there was 2 more, so I knew that 70 plus 2 equals 72. I used all the math things I knew from 
the math talks in our class.” 

https://youtu.be/e5-wpSeTs7M
"This is Amber jewelry.  The first step to making Amber jewelry is to take some tree sap and 
bury it underground.  Thousands of years later some other people are going to find the stuff 
that you buried it underground, the tree sap that you buried underground and sometimes bugs 
or frogs could get stuck in there.  Maybe even lizards sometimes and some of those people 
might want to make it into Amber jewelry and that’s how you make Amber jewelry."

https://youtu.be/VXIwHQJY4WM
The snapping turtle is a little concerned because all of the turtles in Ontario are at risk and 
endangered.

https://youtu.be/-1KhUZHKHpw
"This is my playdough maze. I moved the red pom-pom through the playdough maze with my 
straw."

https://youtu.be/Lgp1hNAW61E
"I did my science experiment and I found out that the molasses which is black was at the 
bottom because it was more dense and the milk and juice it was on top of it but then there 
was a little bit of water on top and the oil was on the very top, so it was the least dense."

https://youtu.be/KKfo9SLNW0U
https://youtu.be/Io24X4ogU0Y
https://youtu.be/h34kdVOWvpw
https://youtu.be/7hXO9yvINs0
https://youtu.be/9LUbsR86EOU
https://youtu.be/NeyOLkR_R90
https://youtu.be/_bSlPTDeXO4
https://youtu.be/e5-wpSeTs7M
https://youtu.be/VXIwHQJY4WM
https://youtu.be/-1KhUZHKHpw
https://youtu.be/Lgp1hNAW61E

